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    Town of East Hartford Issues Severe Cold Weather Advisory 
 
East Hartford, CT—According to the weather forecast for the next few days, we are anticipating 
record-breaking cold temperatures with negative wind factors at times. The temperature is 
expected to drop down to 14 degrees on Wednesday night, November 21.  On Thursday, 
November 22, the temperature will barely reach 24 degrees and is expected to drop to 12 
degrees overnight. Please, be reminded that elderly, infants and children are particularly 
vulnerable during periods of extreme cold. In anticipation of this bitter cold weather, the Town 
of East Hartford would like to remind residents that the Public Safety Complex, located at 
31 School Street, is open 24/7 and is available to the public as a warming center. Please note, 
there will not be any staff or special services provided, but everyone is welcome to come in and 
warm up.  

“Wear layers, limit your exposure to the outdoors and look for the warning signs of 
hypothermia as you and your families venture out during the day,” Mayor Leclerc said. “Check 
regularly on infants, children and the elderly or physically ill, because they are at a greater 
chance of hypothermia. If you need a place to warm up, feel free to visit our warming center in 
town.” 

Residents should recognize the signs of hypothermia, which can be fast and can come at a 
moment’s notice as the temperature decreases and exposure to the cold increases. 
Hypothermia is defined as a core body temperature below 95 degrees Fahrenheit and includes 
the following signs and symptoms: shivering, slow, shallow breathing; confusion and memory 
loss; drowsiness or exhaustion; slurred or mumbled speech; loss of coordination; fumbling 
hands; stumbling steps; a slow, weak pulse and in severe hypothermia, a person may be 
unconscious without obvious signs of breathing or a pulse. If you notice any or all of these signs, 
call 911 immediately. 

During the stretch of extremely cold weather, residents are asked to consider the following 
actions: 

 Avoid exposure outside, as frostbite can occur in as little as 10 minutes 
 Dress in several warm layers and cover all exposed skin 
 Check and protect pipes, as prolonged cold will freeze the pipes 
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 Don't forget about pets and bring them inside 
 Check on neighbors, friends, family and elderly. 

Governor Dannel P. Malloy activated the State's Severe Cold Weather Protocol beginning 
Wednesday afternoon and remaining in effect through Friday morning. For more information 
about the protocol, please visit this link. 

For further information and more winter tips, please visit the National Weather Service or click 

here. 

 

 

http://www.easthartfordct.gov/
https://portal.ct.gov/Office-of-the-Governor/Press-Room/Press-Releases/2018/11-2018/Gov-Malloy-Activates-State-Severe-Cold-Weather-Protocol-from-Wednesday-Afternoon-Through-Friday
https://www.weather.gov/safety/cold
/fire-department/files/cold-weather-advisory
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